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Executive Summary 

 

The Racing Ecosystem in Australia and many other jurisdictions is fragmented to such a degree that it is 

affecting the future funding of the racing industry. In Australia, the three major participants: state-based 

totalizator operators, corporate bookmakers and the betting exchange Betfair are not working in 

tandem for the betterment of the industry. 

Due to legislative issues and business competition, there does not appear to be an easy legal solution in 

place that will bring the Australian Industry under a national framework and a model that will address 

the funding issue in any realistic time frame. 

Meanwhile, the racing industry is well on its way to losing multiple future generations of customers – a 

situation it may never recover from. 

However, this paper, written by Internet wagering pioneer Greg Conroy who has worked his whole 

working life in the industry looks to present a solid and workable solution for discussion. 

Taking a bottom up approach he has analysed the inter-relationships between wagering operators, 

punters: both recreational and professional and industry participants whom all form the all important 

Australian Wagering Ecosystem. 

His approach is to define what the perfect ecosystem is and then look at ways to change the current 

environment to ensure it fits that model. 

He presents a proposition that, until recent years, could never have been achieved.  

The silver bullet is the ability for a new invention – a new wagering interface – to become the conduit to 

which all wagering players inter-relate so that the essential mix of players required to grow the wagering 

pie all come together at once. 

It is a proposition that can be implemented in the now. It is underpinned by wagering taxation 

mathematics and proven consumer behaviour. 

It is also a proposal that many will find challenging – short-term risk as behavioural changes flow 

through the system – but it also allows scope to find the optimum relationship between the price of the 

wagering product and the maximum revenue from the ecosystem for the future. 

His interface has been referred to as the ‘Holy Grail’ but in order to address the significant funding 

headwinds facing the industry we don’t need a religious relic – rather some smart and savvy 

administrators that understand the fundamentals of wagering and the once in a generation or more 

opportunity that is upon us. 
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Introduction 

 

Having been a part of the wagering and gaming industry in Australia my 

whole adult life, I’m very passionate about the future of the racing industry – 

one of the great Australia pastimes – and a very significant employer across 

the country. 

I think long and hard about the dynamics that make punting, race 

attendance and industry engagement one of the great thrills in many 

Australian’s lives. 

There are significant headwinds facing the industry – one which requires 

high levels of prize money, primarily provided through wagering, to support 

its infrastructure. Since 2002-03 there has been an 18.5% reduction in 

revenue. 

Given that this revenue underwrites all components of our industry, if the revenue declines are not 

turned around, it’s clear that the industry is doomed - hence the need for ‘radical surgery’. 

The wagering ecosystem is the heart that keeps the industry alive. It’s an economic term, but simply it 

means that every week there’s a certain amount of money available that people will bet. This money is a 

mix of discretionary and professional investment. It is you and me and the bloke who just turned 18 and 

the Champagne loving Spring Racing ladies plus many more. 

All these people and more combine to affect the whole industry.  

In every ecosystem, you require all participants to work in harmony – once it becomes out of balance, 

there will become an inevitable downwards cycle where the system fails to function as well as it did, or 

worse still – destroys itself. 

From my observations, within the Australian pari-mutuel and wagering ecosystem, this downwards cycle 

is already evident. When you examine similar systems (or racing jurisdictions) around the world – there 

are some strong signals that all is not good in Australia for the racing and gambling industries. 

This discussion paper is about looking at the current state of affairs, the issues and problems, and some 

considered and some would say REVOLUTIONARY suggestions for the racing industry, to act to not just 

increase participation and turnover, but to preserve the great racing game – our industry - for 

generations ahead. 

Why am I qualified to comment? My breadth of experience across these matters: Working within the 

industry my entire working life - 20+ years working at NSW TAB; one of the first employees at Betfair 

Australia as well as inventing the most innovative wagering concept in decades. But most telling for 

most, I’ve invested in the industry and know it inside and out – a punter every day for 30 years – 

watching, participating and breathing with the highs and lows of wagering.  

Table 1 - From AFR Aug 6 2015 
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How Did We Get Here? 

 

How have we arrived at the wagering industry we have now? Many who have not been around or forget 

the basics and over time the wagering industry has drifted to become an overly complex, fragmented 

mess that is its own worst enemy. 

The fundamentals of race wagering are simply to find the winner of the race. Don’t forget that. It’s no 

harder or simpler than that. 

But over the decades, more options were presented. These all derive from the fact that in racing, 

everyone strives to win, but there is prize money for the place getters as well. 

However, things haven’t really moved that far. Fundamentally, only the first four runners across the line 

are being competitive and all wagering has to come back to that premise - make a bet based on one or 

more combinations of runners in the first one, two, three or four across the line. 

Before advances in technology and during racing’s best years in Australia – the simple “choose the 

winner” or the place getter was fundamental to all betting.  

To add extra opportunities, people were also presented with multiple race options. Such as choose the 

winner of two races. However, once more races are added into this mix, eg: moving from doubles to 

trebles and beyond, then the chances of choosing that winner becomes a large number making the task 

very difficult for most participants. 

With technological improvements the TAB added more complex or exotic options, but coming back to 

basics these are just various outcomes of looking at the options around the place getters in a race. 

So we have the quinella – choose the winner and second. And the trifecta – adding in the third place 

getter. Two horses in order? Exacta. Second and Third? Duet. First and Third? Duet. There’s only so 

many combinations and exotic betting has them all covered. 

The mentality has always been – “Extra bet type will bring extra revenue” – but with all pari-mutuel 

betting there is a “sweet spot” – after we reach that, extra offerings cannibalize our turnover and may 

even have a detrimental effect by increasing complexity (I couldn’t count the number of people who 

have asked me to explain the concept of a “Roving Banker”). 

But think for a minute … the TAB has created a name for all these different betting options … which is 

fair enough as you require a name in order to bet on the option, surely?  

When your only means of betting was to fill out a ticket or talk to an operator, names for betting options 

were a mandatory requirement. Taking a Trifecta? Find the Trifecta ticket. Want to take a Quinella, call 

that out to the operator. 
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That’s all fine and logical of course … especially when a new betting option is introduced infrequently 

and your customers have plenty of opportunity to grasp the new name and concept. 

However, what has it created today? An extraordinarily difficult learning curve for any new customer. 

The wagering operators wonder why Gen Y or Gen Z isn’t betting or betting with much less engagement 

on pari-mutuel (and fixed) racing than previous generations. They are providing unnecessarily complex 

betting hurdles these potential customers have to jump in order to even have a bet. 

A first time punter has to navigate: win, place, each-way, quinella, exacta, duet, trifecta, parlay, double, 

treble, quaddie, first four, flexi options, box options, standouts, roving bankers and the list goes on! 

I ask – if you were creating a new product called horse racing and you wanted people to bet on it would 

you be offering all these options from day one? Are all these options even necessary? 

As you’ll see the answer is NO and NO – and the racing industry will be all the better for it. But we’ll 

come to that later. 
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What are the Issues for Operators in Australian Wagering? 

 

It’s fair to say that the Australian racing wagering market is one of the most competitive in the world – 

there are many operators all providing incentives to the punter to have a bet. The model racing 

jurisdictions, if we look at the return to owners – which is a very important measure – are monopoly 

totalizator wagering countries such as Hong Kong and Japan. 

Through intense competition the Australian wagering market has become very fragmented. You can 

place bets with totalizators (TABs), fixed price bookmakers and betting exchanges (such as Betfair). 

Certainly the options for the punter to actually access a bet have never been better and anyone 

connected to the internet can bet from anywhere. 

However from each wagering operator’s perspective they all have incredible headwinds to face. Let’s 

look at each in turn. 

1. Totalizator Operators (Tabcorp, Ubet, WA TAB) 

The TABs are the mainstay of the racing industry. Nearly all the funding comes via their exclusive retail 

wagering licenses, but they have many issues: 

 Retail networks are very expensive to run and are shrinking in size and reach. 

 Their IT systems are extremely complex, with legacy modules and many connectivity touch-

points. Making significant changes to the betting engine or adding in completely new bet types 

is a major undertaking. Eg, Tabcorp reportedly spent $2M and two years implementing the ‘Pick 

Six’ bet type. 

 There is a large bunch of loyal ‘TAB’ recreational customers, many of whom bet in cash (for 

various reasons) but they are an aging demographic which is not being replaced at an 

acceptable rate by younger people. Furthermore the complexity of offerings provided across 

their channels has crippled the funnel for new player engagement, something that their retail 

presence should be maximizing. 

 The product development process is very convoluted, risk-averse and not optimum. This is 

partly due to the staggering number of channels (eg, web, apps, tickets, PhoneTAB, self-service 

terminals, oncourse, etc) and the complexity of their Technology systems but also due to the 

large number of bet types and the requirements for extensive regression testing all in a highly 

regulated environment. 

 TABs have been creeping up their take-out rates over the years effectively to prop up their 

wagering returns at the expense of truly innovative and engaging wagering products. For 

example the once-mandated maximum 16% overall (or blended) takeout condition has been 

removed and now they offer products that are priced well above their competitors. This is a 

critical point and will be discussed in more detail later. 
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 Professional punters have gravitated away from the pari-mutuel network; especially for Win and 

Place betting which has greatly reduced turnover on these pools as they seek out more 

competitively priced options. 

 When they had a state-based monopoly, revenue increased at higher levels than CPI almost 

without effort and this was the benchmark for wagering management each year. Maybe this 

developed a culture of repressed ideas, innovation and creativity and certainly risk-aversion 

with regards to a true-retail strategy. 

 The laws allowing Australian wide advertising in 2007 and the opening up of the Corporate 

Bookmaker competition has been and is a significant issue for the TABs and their expenses are 

increasing while competition becomes more aggressive.  

 In summary, the TABs have a protected retail network that provides the overwhelming source of 

funding for the racing industry – but this distribution channel’s profitability is being reduced by 

their own policies and pool management and their overall market share is being aggressively 

attacked by the Corporate Bookmakers via a much lower cost model that can’t realistically 

sustain the funding levels required for the industry.  

 

They require a major competitive advantage that will see them once more become the 

preferred wagering operator for both recreational and professional punters and furthermore 

allow them to use their significant retail and on-course presence to dominate the marketing 

funnel for new customer engagement. 

 

 

2. Corporate Bookmakers (William Hill, Bet365, Ladbrokes, Luxbet, SportsBet, etc) 

Corporate bookmakers have risen from the removal of nationwide advertising restrictions combined 

with a much lower Northern Territory (NT) driven (effectively negligible) taxation rate and a much lower 

overhead of operation, being online and call centre only. 

Like the TABs, they have their own issues which need to be considered: 

 Their current business model typically works to acquire as many ‘recreational’ customers as they 

can who are not likely to win long term and challenge their profitability. 

 They aggressively challenge other customers not to use their services by blocking product 

offerings, frustrating bet acceptance or downright refusing to accept bets from likely winners – 

such customers have been forced to move onto the only other well priced alternative, the 

betting exchange, Betfair. 

 They have driven up the cost of acquisition of customers to unsustainable levels – from around 

$100 per customer to, at times, close to $1000 per customer. 

 This ‘recreational’ customer base has become so fragmented and susceptible to churn that their 

cost of retaining customers is also approaching historical highs. Many of the online betting 

account customers in Australia have multiple Corporate Betting accounts and price sensitive 
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customers have adopted a pattern of moving from one operator to another based on the 

current ‘deposit or top-up bonus’ offer they receive.  

 There is absolutely no meaningful product differentiation across any of the operators. 

Whenever an operator brings out a new product offering (which are few and far between) then 

the other operators will simply copy it – “Cash Out” being a recent example. This results in an 

even more confusing product environment for new customers and an increased hurdle of 

education for all the industry. 

 The return or yield for Corporates for win betting on racing is between 6-9% and for exotic 

betting about 13-19% but this can vary depending on their customer mix and how aggressively 

they slow-down the ‘non-recreational’ customers. 

 It would have to be said that growth in the customer base is only going to become much more 

difficult – saturation advertising over the last few years has picked off all the low and medium 

hanging fruit. Ironically, this advertising has anecdotally turned off many potential new 

customers as well (such as negative media and consumer reaction to quoted odds during 

sporting games). 

In summary, Corporate Bookmakers are operating within a difficult zone. They have benefitted strongly 

from the massive uplift in registrations after advertising restrictions were lifted but it is becoming much 

harder for them to sustain the customer profits they once experienced for various reasons. 

Professional and semi-professional punters have been turned away, although their products are 

attractive when compared to the TABs, pushing them to Betfair. 

A case could easily be made that the UK buyout and expansion operators: Paddy Power, William Hill, 

Bet365 and Ladbrokes thought things would be easier and much more profitable. The market is 

incredibly competitive, customer churn is rampant and there is almost zero product differentiation. 

They are operating in a sweet-spot afforded them by a generous NT licensing system, a lack of solid 

price competition from their competitors (TABs) and some savvy marketing creating strong generational 

loyalty. 

 

3. Betting Exchanges (Betfair) 

Betfair is the only operator to consider here.  

Whilst a revolutionary and very successful wagering concept, the betting exchange model was always 

going to have a more difficult time establishing itself here than in its native UK. 

 Firstly, the mix of bookmaker or fixed odds betting verses tote betting is a reciprocal in Australia 

verses the UK. Betfair’s opening marketing campaign of “20% better odds” was wasted on most 

recreational punters. 

 Betfair’s High Court case win opened up the Australian market to free advertising from not just 

them but all operators. Ironically, this was probably the beginning of their downfall. With tens of 
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millions approved for spending on the Betfair ‘brand’ they quickly became almost as well known 

as McDonalds. However, they didn’t spend much money on their product offering – with Betfair 

attracting huge numbers of new customers to a website that looked more like a spreadsheet to 

many of them – meaning that they quickly dropped off and used something more familiar from 

the competition provided by the Corporates. 

 As the ‘land grab’ for new customers continued, driven aggressively by operators such as 

SportsBet, SportingBet and IASBET, the cost of acquisition quickly rose, well above any viable 

payback period for Betfair who had a much lower yield than the corporate bookies  … less than 

1/10th in fact on some estimates. 

 However, Betfair is still very important as a part of the Australian wagering ecosystem. When it 

is down, most Corporates have trouble framing and selling a fixed odds bet, as Betfair has 

become the market barometer and a significant one at that. 

 This is because it is the de-facto residence of any punter that has any ability whatsoever in 

Australian racing. So every professional and semi-professional who has been banned or heavily 

restricted by corporate and retail bookies is now using Betfair. However, this is a serious issue as 

the Betfair ecosystem is almost totally dominated by these ‘punting sharks’ – and as mentioned 

previously, it lacks the balancing effect of ‘recreational’ customers who find Betfair’s interface 

too complicated to be worthwhile. 

 Most professional punters have an extreme time trying to ilk out any sort of meaningful profit 

from Betfair as they are forced to compete against the best-of-the-best with serious levels of 

inside information. But they have to persist and they essentially have no other legal choice 

(many of them use ‘bowlers’ or accounts in other people’s names but this is another expense in 

money and time).  

 

The turnover based race-fields fee applied upon Betfair’s low-cost model is also a major factor 

here as this cost has been passed onto punters. 

In summary, Betfair’s position is Australia is probably a disappointment to Ed Wray and all those 

involved in its early start-up here (author included). It is still a revolutionary way to engage in racing and 

is much applauded by those professionals (in the majority) that rely on it for their betting but for the 

rank and file punter (besides the existence of the recreational friendly Betfair SP product) it isn’t as 

compelling an option as the tote derivative and the ease of placing a bet via the Corporates or even the 

TABs. 

This is a shame as the Betfair ecosystem requires a viable number of customers with differing methods 

and/or objectives to be healthy.  
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The Racing and Wagering Ecosystem 

 

Those familiar with the industry and the funding models would be cognizant of many of the issues and 

problems already mentioned however I believe that we need to think “outside the box” AS AN 

INDUSTRY to find a potential solution. 

In order to ‘reboot’ the Australian Racing industry there needs to be a fundamental change in 

EVERYTHING – mathematics, attitude and delivery that will create the right ecosystem to allow wagering 

to flourish and hence the industry to survive and prosper. 

 

1. What is a Sustainable Wagering Ecosystem? 
 

This is the most important aspect. The wagering ecosystem must be able to support all participants but 

be balanced to provide a careful mix of incentives so that recreational (i.e.: lifetime losing) customers 

are retained and progressed through the ranks so that they have the best opportunity to become 

winners or ‘affordable losers’. 

Success at racing is quite simple in theory but most people ignore half the equation providing them 

absolutely minimal opportunity to win in the long term. 

To be successful at wagering you need to be in control of BOTH your selection process and your staking. 

Ironically, the latter is the simplest to learn but many people don’t give it any thought as it is not 

something that people think about generally and it becomes lost in the education that dominates racing: 

the selection process. 

It is crucial that the balance between winners and losers is carefully maintained so that all participants 

are provided the opportunity to interact in the way that benefits them. 

The perfect wagering ecosystem needs these characteristics: 

 Attracts new players with the minimal amount of marketing spend, 

 Provides an opportunity for new players to interact with the wagering product(s) in a simple and 

easy manner – that is without tuition, 

 Provides a theoretical return-to-player (RTP) that maximises the customers’ ability to stay in the 

market,  

 Engages these customers so that they are less tempted to move away from the product, 

 Provides a gradual disclosure of the product(s), so more advanced features are revealed in a 

natural fashion: through interaction and exploration, 

 Satisfies and engages as many customers as possible:  

o Completely new bettors, 
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o Impulse bettors, 

o Regular bettors, 

o Carnival or premium occasion bettors, 

o Semi-professional and professional bettors, 

o Bettors that may come across the product via shadowing (eg: a friend is using the 

product), 

 Maximises turnover for the operator, 

 Increases yield or revenue for the operator through design, 

 Restricts the leakage of funds out of the ecosystem to an acceptable rate, 

 Provides appropriate financial return and support to the bettor so that they stay customers for 

as long as possible either by becoming winners or ‘affordable losers’. 
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2. We Have a Highly Fragmented Wagering Environment 
 

The reason why the future of the racing industry is rather bleak is because in Australia there is so much 

fragmentation of the wagering ecosystem which is alienating existing customers and minimizing growth 

opportunities. 

Let’s examine how this has happened. 

1. Professional punters. 

 

o Within the tote environment, the rebate system apparently available to the very large operators 

has reduced the value within the exotic market. The larger players can pump pool-targeted 

combinations that align with the higher percentage expectation of the market at a loss but still 

win on a race, reducing the value for normal players across these more common combinations. 

o Professionals and semi-professionals (and many recreational customers) have largely left the 

totalizator (pari-mutuel) win markets seeking the better (and more certain) value via the 

Corporate tote derivative products. As these players become marked by the Corporates they 

gravitate to Betfair where they fight it out with their similar counterparts. 

o By and large professional punters are motivated by a requirement to make a living from their 

betting – a return for their excessive efforts. These returns have to provide the economic 

benefit they believe they deserve or else they’ll seek alternate pursuits. All things being equal, 

the professionals are funded by the replenishment of funds on a weekly basis into the 

ecosystem by current players (who have lost) or new players. This is a fine balance which is not 

dissimilar to the government using fiscal policy to regulate the economy. However, in this case 

the taxation of the industry (wagering takeouts) is the monetary policy of the wagering 

operators. 

o Professional punters will operate if they have the following conditions: the ability to extract a 

viable return for their efforts and the ability to operate so that they can mask their betting (not 

showing their hand) to prevent others from riding on their coat tails. 

 

2. Corporate Bookmakers. 

As mentioned, the Corporates have attracted many recreational customers through their very 

attractive tote derivative products. Why would someone fill out a paper ticket, line up and put it 

through a TAB terminal and bet into a pari-mutuel win pool at 15% where they can whip out 

their phone or use a Smartphone application to place the same bet into a 109% pool where they 

are guaranteed to better or match the best return of all options. 

Anybody who pays great attention to punters in their local retail establishments and on-course 

will notice how many are not moving from their seats when they are having a bet – many 

betting directly into Corporate accounts via Smartphone’s or Tablets. 

3. Betting Exchanges (Betfair). 
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Those professionals that find the tote pools unattractive (most of those without rebate access) 

and aren’t allowed to bet with the Corporates find themselves left with no alternative but to use 

Betfair against the other professionals in similar situations. After commission many of these 

players are operating at profit on turnover of about 3-4% or less and with often unfulfilled 

wagers which is a loss of turnover to the industry. 

There is one aspect of Betfair that hasn’t been mentioned, which is what initially attracted the 

chagrin of the racing industry – the ability to lay runners. 

It should be said that the Betfair founders and this author have always positioned ‘laying’ as 

being about good or bad value – rather than the willingness of a punter to ‘back a horse to lose’. 

Although the integrity question was raised by the media and industry about profiteering from 

horses losing, it is an uninformed proposition, as a punter has always been able to back a horse 

to lose – in fact most punters do it unwittingly when they select one or more horses to win. It is 

just the other side of the bet and Betfair should not be singled out for providing an easier way to 

achieve this.  

It appears that ‘lay betting’ is an appealing option for many punters (not just professionals) and 

it is another product aspect that is a requirement of a solid wagering ecosystem. 

4. The Non-Punters. 

The people who are not currently involved in our wagering ecosystem are also a potential large 

part if the industry adopts the right strategies. 

The industry needs to understand their ‘Total Addressable Market’ is potentially the whole 

population and it seems that they haven’t come up with a great solution to bring those 

customers into the ecosystem. 

But to be realistic, there are always some people, many in fact, who may not ever want to bet.  

But Australia is unique that every year we have saturated media coverage about the race that 

stops a nation: The Melbourne Cup. 

Any person that has a passing interest in the media coverage is a strong candidate to become 

involved in the wagering ecosystem if the industry can provide them a means to wager that will 

support and help them become involved. 

To date I’d suggest that has not been the case. The TABs roll out the same bet types 

(understandably) to these once-a-year punters with a plethora of customer assistance staff to 

help them fill out their tickets.  

If the number of such staff says anything, it’s that the current system of placing a bet is so 

complicated that new customers need all the help they can. 
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The industry is also well aware that discretionary income is what recreational gamblers 

generally use to fund their gambling. There are many gambling options: poker machines, keno, 

lotteries, casino, virtual racing and then the wagering options of sport and racing. 

To grow the wagering ecosystem, one of the easiest paths to expanding the customer base is to 

entice those gaming players of poker machines, keno, lotteries and casino over to racing. Most 

wagering industry product managers would say that’s very difficult but it’s a very important 

source of customer growth if it can be achieved (and we talk about a method later). 

There is an optimum return to player (RTP) that will maintain the player’s engagement from a 

financial side – a study by Laffer and others suggests the 11-13% range – this can vary on the 

ecosystem and the other competitive forces for the punters’ dollar. 

 

 

An illustration of the components of the Australian Gaming and Wagering Ecosystem showing how Racing is much 

more difficult to manage and engage with across its multiple ancillary components. 
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3. The Betting Options are Too Many and Too Complicated 
 

The history of wagering was simply win and place and doubles betting. 

As already mentioned the addition of exotics bet types has sliced and diced every other 

permutation around the first four runners across the line. There is no new product ground to dig 

up here … every single option has been covered either blatantly (eg, 1st and 3rd – take a Duet) or 

discretely (eg, 1st and 4th – take a A-Fld-Fld-B First Four). 

It is time to take a step-back and ask if enough is enough – look at what a daunting mess new 

customers face around wagering product education – and ask if there’s a better way. 

These are just some of the options presented to customers: 

 Win – Fixed – Pari-mutuel – Best Of Four – Best Of The Best – Best Fixed and SP, etc 

 Place – Fixed – Pari-mutuel 

 Each Way – Fixed – Pari-mutuel 

 Quinella – Fixed (some Corporates) – Pari-mutuel 

 Exacta – Fixed (some Corporates) – Pari-mutuel 

 Trifecta – Fixed (some Corporates) – Pari-mutuel 

 First Four 

 Duet – Pari-mutuel 

 Flexi Betting or Boxed Betting or Standout or Roving Banker 

 Parlay or Parlay Formula 

 Double or Treble or Running Double or Accumulator 

 Quadrella or Quaddie – Late or Early Quaddie 

 Pick 6 

 Multi and Super Multi 

 Presales 

 Mystery 

 Field 

 

… And the list continues.  

 

There are significant problems with all these bet types being available:  

 

 It makes the wagering process much more daunting to the first time or the novice 

racegoer and it overly complicates the process, 

 Punters can’t establish the most appropriate option to use at any given time. How do 

they know if they should take an Exacta or a Trifecta or both? 
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 TABs, already lumbered with large legacy systems, have an extraordinary effort in 

maintaining and back-testing all these bet types with any system release, whilst 

attempting to remain ‘agile’ to deal with competition, 

 Documentation, education, regulations, rules and training materials have to constantly 

be maintained and updated for compliance and relevance, 

 User interfaces on Electronic Terminals and Websites and Apps are overly complicated 

and slower to implement. Have you ever stood behind a new or Melbourne Cup day 

punter struggling with Tabcorp’s EBT … trying to move from a Win bet to a Trifecta 

Boxed? 

 There’s a vast expanse of ticket stock in the retail venues to support all these bet types – 

this reinforces the daunting view that racing wagering is too complicated for any new 

customer. As a matter in point – read the back of any TABCORP retail ticket – where 

they try and explain the betting process. The word “mark” is used 12 times across 10 

steps or sub-steps. 

 

Racing is not the only game anymore and there are vastly easier to understand gambling 

pursuits. It takes the TAB 1500 words to explain how to bet across their standard racing bet 
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types – that’s a lot! The example shown doesn’t even have room to tell the customer what this 

bet involves – they assume that the customer already knows what a Quinella/Exacta/Duet is 

when they pick up the ticket. So the most likely candidate to read this ticket instruction is an 

educated punter that has happened upon a TAB retail shop – maybe they are travelling 

interstate – but it does show how complicated things have become for retail. 

 

4. The Price of Betting is Not Optimal 
 

There has been much written over the last 150 years about the optimum takeout rate for pari-mutuel 

betting and I won’t repeat that in detail here. However, regardless of where the optimum level is – what 

needs to be achieved is the strongest wagering ecosystem possible – with all the requirements of a 

perfect ecosystem as already noted, being present. 

If thinking turns to supporting this concept then everything else will flow positively from there.  

If that means lowering takeout rates to attract recreational and professionals or to defragment the 

wagering options then that is the solution that is required. The gradual demise and fracturing of the 

industry has not happened overnight, many things have happened over the last decade to bring us here 

(advertising restrictions, internet betting, Smartphone ubiquity, niche pricing opportunities, lower taxes 

and overheads, new technology ideas, other betting options etc). 

The industry can keep tinkering with the betting options (eg, cash-out) but further ideas are currently 

limited in impact or exhausted. The number of levers that the industry has to secure their future is 

limited – fundamentally they can control product, betting options, or industry taxes. 

On the product side – tinkering with rules and regulations, trying to increase the number of starters 

(such as NSW Racing has recently done), raising prize money (this needs to be funded) and changes to 

the quality and quantity of racing are various initiatives that are being addressed and actively managed. 

On the betting options area – it’s a fact that new ways to slice and dice the fundamental ‘four horses 

across the line’ concept has run out of permutations. There is no scope to enhance wagering options in 

this regard as is evident by the many other wagering jurisdictions around the world that have no 

variation across these options. 

The major ‘advances’ in betting options have been larger jurisdictions packaging up single race options 

across multiple races. So win bets across multiple races (hardly new: doubles, trebles, quaddies, pick six, 

etc). Exotic bets across multiple races (eg, triple trio in HK). 

If you look at the patent applications across totalizator wagering there are only a couple world-wide in 

the last decades which illustrates how few options there are for innovation in this area or wagering in 

general. 
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On the industry taxes side, we’ve already alluded to the fact that there is an optimum take-out rate but 

the background is more complex when one considers the different participants that interact in the 

ecosystem. Punting is fundamentally elastic demand so you can stop customers from buying your 

product through over-taxing or increasing the price of wagering. 

As I’ve suggested, the focus for the industry and wagering operators point of view is to maximize the 

interactions of the wagering ecosystem which will correlate to the optimum outcome for all 

participants. 
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The many challenges facing the Retail Wagering Monopolies of the TABs are stark. 
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Background To: A Suggested Solution for the Racing Industry 

 

I’ve presented an extensive background to the issues facing all the wagering participants in Australia and 

it may appear that the options for the future look limited to increasing taxes in order to fund the 

industry from a decreasing wagering participation pool. Certainly this seems to be the pattern in recent 

times as a shift from totalizator betting to corporate bookies forces Race Fields Fees (the industry’s 

quasi tax on bookmakers) up. 

It has been argued, by many, that this is stifling the growth of the industry and I tend to agree.  

The proposal I present below is based on sound reasoning, extensive discussion and brainstorming while 

examining the root cause of the problem.  

The background to the proposals takes into account these areas: 

1. The totalizator system and pari-mutuel pools have stood the test of time as a very efficient way 

to fund the racing industry. The options to bet are well tested and they encapsulate most logical 

options available from a racing event. A strong wagering ecosystem has a strong totalizator 

backbone. 

2. Corporate bookmakers have taken a significant foothold in the marketplace and they can 

contribute tremendously especially through their well directed, culturally and demographically 

agreeable marketing.  

3. The functions of a betting exchange – primarily betting or laying to prices can fundamentally be 

accomplished through other systems (as demonstrated by Ed Wray, Betfair co-founder when he 

was explaining the model in Australia) – such as pari-mutuel. This also highlights that it’s better 

to use a low-margin exchange than a higher totalizator in this instance.  

4. There are too many barriers to entry and uptake for many customers, especially new and elderly 

customers from the complexity of current betting options. 

5. There is little point moving beyond the various combinations from selecting the top four runners 

in any race. More choice just fragments pools and wagering and further confuses customers. 

However, large jackpot options can provide novel marketing opportunities if used judiciously 

and not setup to solely advantage professionals. 

6. A more efficient, accessible and engaging method of wagering should be adopted that can be 

used by a much broader community of customer. 
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Reboot: A Suggested Solution for the Racing Industry 

 

Taking the premise that a strong wagering ecosystem is the heart of a successful wagering industry, the 

following are ideas that should be discussed in order to rebuild the Australian wagering ecosystem and 

provide the basis for future funding. 

1. Simplify the Totalizator Betting Pool Options 

2. Adjust pari-mutuel Win Takeout Rate 

3. Adjust pari-mutuel Exotic Takeout Rates 

4. Examine Rebates for Professional Punters 

5. Provide a Re-imagined Way to Transact Bets 

 

1. Simplify the Totalizator Betting Pool Options 
 

Recommendation: 

Only the five main single race pools operate: 

WIN – QUINELLA – EXACTA – TRIFECTA – FIRST FOUR 

This could be further refined (recommended) to: 

WIN – EXACTA – TRIFECTA – FIRST FOUR. 

We have removed the ‘unnecessary’ pools, which are: PLACE and DUET (and potentially QUINELLA, 

closely aligned to EXACTA). Multiple race pools such as Doubles, Trebles and Quaddies will be discussed 

later. 

Reasoning: 

 Based on the premise the first four runners across the line are the foundation of betting. 

 Place and Duet pools can easily be emulated through proportional betting into the Trifecta pool. 

For example a customer backing No. 3 for a place can have the same outcome bet automatically 

via these trifecta bets: 

o 3-FLD-FLD proportional trifecta 

o FLD-3-FLD proportional trifecta 

o FLD-FLD-3 proportional trifecta 

Similarly, a variation can be used for Duets. 

 Less separate pools contribute to stronger overall pools with reduced dividend volatility. 

 Theoretically, wagering could be supported with a single ‘First Four’ pool. The concept of Single 

Pool Wagering isn’t really that unique, after all! In fact the ability to support it is already 
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available and in a superior fashion (see later). A win bet into the ‘First Four’ pool would simply 

be a 3-FLD-FLD-FLD proportional first four. The opportunity to vary takeouts according to bet 

type though would make the separate pools more appealing – although this could still be 

achieved with a single pool. 

 The removal of the Place and Duet pools would only be successful with a revamp of the 

customer bet placement interaction (discussed later). 

 

2.  Adjust Pari-mutuel WIN Takeout Rate 
 

Recommendation: 

Examine dramatic reductions in the WIN takeout rate (which is currently around 14.5% but much higher 

when fractional rounding’s are considered – this is the rounding up of the ‘raw’ dividend – which has 

greater impact the smaller the dividend is) 

Reasoning: 

 A permanent competitive win takeout rate is required to move professional and recreational 

customers back from betting exchanges and fixed odds win wagering with Corporates, 

 Reduce competition of tote derivative offerings (combined with Race Fields fees) which may 

restrict or remove their availability in the market place, 

 A very strong tote WIN pool will underpin the other pools (Exacta/Trifecta/First Four) 

 

3. Adjust Pari-mutuel Exotics Takeout Rates 
 

Recommendations: 

Examine dramatic reductions in the exotic takeout rates to align more with the economic optimum 

takeout rate suggested by Laffer and others. 

 Reduce the EXACTA takeout rate (currently 20%) 

 Reduce the TRIFECTA takeout rate (currently 20%) 

 Reduce the FIRST FOUR takeout rate (currently 25%) 

 

Reasoning: 

 The blended takeout rates across WIN, EXACTA, TRIFECTA and FIRST FOUR should be close to 

the optimum take-out rate suggested by many analysts examining Laffer – the famous taxation 

analyst - (11-13%). 
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 The EXOTIC pools have to be competitively priced to attract professionals and recreational 

customers alike from other gaming and wagering options. 

 PLACE bettors (via proportional Trifectas) would be betting into a more favourable takeout 

compared to place betting with fractional (which is about 18%). 

 A FIRST FOUR rate of 25% is excessive compared to TRIFECTAS at 20% and is not optimally 

priced to maximise turnover. 

 The historically legislated takeout rate has been at 16% for decades when TABs were dominating 

the wagering scene. Their bracket-creep like increases in takeout rates has been a major 

contributor to providing the niche opportunity for lower priced operators to flourish. Other 

jurisdictions where takeouts are much higher have particular characteristics that allow this to 

happen (eg, monopoly operators, lack of competitive operators). 

 Considering the there is a current amount of wagering stake flowing through the system, the 

movement of takeout rates can ensure that this total wagering stake actually increases if 

initiatives and incentives are in place to increase the amount of participants or allow those 

participants to fully bet their desired stakes (which is certainly not the case currently). 

 

4. Examine Viability of Rebates for Professional Punters 
 

Recommendations: 

Examine viability of rebates from professional punters who bet into exotic pools.  

 

Reasoning: 

 With much more competitively priced options, professional punters should not require 

rebates that discourage general involvement by other players in the exotic pools. 

 Rebates to Corporates who provide a significant product funnel into totalizator pools could 

be offered though providing a way for them to make commercial returns from their large 

customer bases. 

 

5. Provide a Re-imagined Way to Transact Bets 
 

Recommendations: 

 Provide a simpler way for all customers to engage with the wagering operator 

 Allow a single transaction to represent all the different outcomes (eg, 1st, 1st&2nd, 

1st&2nd&3rd, 1st&2nd&3rd&4th) that a customer favours within a single race, 

 Provide this same method across all channels: Ticket, Operator, Internet, Self-Service 

Terminals, Smartphone Apps, 
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 Allow all customers from ‘never-before-bet’ to ‘professionals’ to interact seamlessly, 

 Allow customers to place a bet without having to know about bet types, but still being 

informed of their likely returns, 

 Allow customers to easily adjust their wagers according to their opinion of the price or value 

of each runner, 

 Allow customers to lay horses via the exotic markets – this is possible by proportionate 

betting to prices in exotic markets, 

 Remove the clutter and retail complexity of multiple exotic approximate dividend screens – 

instead accurate estimated returns are available upon every bet placement transaction at 

the source of bet placement. 

 

Reasoning: 

This recommendation is the step-change in customer interaction that will support the financial 

initiatives recommended in the previous four recommendations. 

There is a patented punter interaction method that satisfies all those recommendations above and 

more. In order to ‘reboot’ the industry a significant once-in-a-generation effort has to be made that will 

attack the issues from all directions. 

1. Move professionals back to the pari-mutuel pools 

2. Remove the fragmented betting options that are not sufficiently funding racing. The extreme 

amount of money being used in supporting the low-cost operators (via their advertising) is 

money that is being removed from the ecosystem and should be flowing to industry. 

3. Provide a simple, intuitive and revolutionary way for all punters to bet – that saves them time 

and provides them with a better experience. 

4. Provide the opportunity to reinvigorate all punters that may have tried to bet before but found 

it too difficult, too time consuming, or not very rewarding. New punters have to come onboard 

in order to grow the wagering ecosystem.  

5. Provide an interface that can easily move customers from poker machines and other gaming 

activities to racing and to/from sports betting as well.  

It’s important to note that even if take-out rates remain unchanged - this new betting product will still 

provide substantial benefits to customer and operator alike – including attracting new customers; 

increasing turnover and providing higher commission returns to operators. 
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A combination of a product such as RewardBet and industry initiatives provides a compelling solution. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q. Won’t adjusting the takeout rates down reduce revenue? 

 

A. No, only if turnover remained the same which will not happen. There is economic and practical 

theory behind this suggestion. A competitively priced Win rate will move professional and lapsed 

punters back to Win tote betting and similarly with the exotic pools. There are historical precedents 

where significant reductions in takeout rates lead to increased revenues. 

For example, a takeout rate change in Balmoral Park, Chicago makes interesting reading: “In 2009, the 

takeout rate on the racetrack’s Pick-4 wager was 25%. In 2010, the takeout rate was slashed to 15%, (or 

a 40% reduction). This immediately increased the turnover by 53.7%. By 2011, this rose to 75.9% - an 

overall increase of nearly 170% in two years. The numbers kept rising and by January of 2012 the Pick-4 

turnover was up an amazing 272% over January 2009.” 

The trick is to combine as many different factors together that work in harmony to: 

 Increase turnover to compensate for the reduced takeout rate, 

 Bring in new players that were not already participating, 

 Move lapsed or other players (eg, professionals) back with a competitive takeout, 

 Communicate and market this change, 

 Target competitive offerings (eg, poker machines) – “Racing is more fun than even and just as 

great value for your dollar as poker machines” 

 Offer something novel, innovative and exciting that creates buzz, talk and viral marketing as 

well. 

Combining all these factors together could conceivably increase turnover to be revenue positive from 

day one, even with a lower takeout rate. 

Never in history have the conditions been right to combine the effects of a revolutionary new betting 

interface with the takeout changes. This provides a powerful opportunity to enact enormous beneficial 

change from all components of the ecosystem simultaneously. 

Secondly, it is expected that there will be a very high transfer in betting from Corporate Fixed Win bets, 

Betfair exchange betting and Tote Fixed win bets to the Pari-mutuel Win pool. With yields on Fixed Win 

betting hovering around 6% for some operators (before Race Fields fees) it makes the Pari-mutuel pool 

very competitive if an aggressive takeout rate is selected (eg 6-8%). 

For what it’s worth, I’d start the modelling of takeout rates around these marks: Win (6-8%), Exacta 

(12%), Trifecta (14%), First Four (16%).  
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Q. How will customers react to no Place betting? 

 

A. Place betting is still available. There is a suggestion that an option to reduce the number of pari-

mutuel pools to rationalize liquidity means it could be accommodated in a more technologically 

advanced way. In this scenario, Place betting customers will be better served as their comparable 

takeout rate will be much less compared to current place betting which is significantly hit by fractional 

rounding (assuming at Trifecta rate no more than 16%).  

Furthermore, if place betting was accommodated through proportional fixed trifecta betting (rather 

than pari-mutuel) then the customer would receive a reliable fixed place dividend instead. 

You have to change your thinking. When a customer says: “I think this horse can place”, they are not 

saying that they want to invest in a place pari-mutuel bet – but rather they want to receive a return for 

their wager on this horse placing – however it is accommodated behind the scenes is irrelevant to them. 

 

Q. I can see the benefit of removing Duets as a separate pool. Will this stimulate this bet 

type? 

 

A. Most certainly, it will provide a viable option for customers. There are two problems with a Duet bet. 

The pool sizes are small and volatile and a waste of time for most customers. The second is that a Duet is 

one size fits all approach.  

If you think your runners are only likely to finish 1st&3rd then you can easily take that option. (It would be 

bet as a 1-FLD-2 proportional trifecta). If you want to cover off all these that is easily accommodated as 

well. 

 

Q. Can you tell me more about the Interface that will allow this initiate to function? 

 

A. Sure. The interface is a patented (granted and pending) way for customers to interact that has the 

registered trademark ‘RewardBet’. 

Authors Note: RewardBet was designed to perform the functions to re-engage a new generation of 

punters as well as increase the funding for the industry. It would be negligent to ignore it as part of 

the solution in this document, just in order to remove perceived biases from the Author.  
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This interface has been designed from the ground up to re-imagine how customers interact in a betting 

environment. It has been operating in proof of concept form for about two years and has been 

described in the industry as the most innovative idea in decades. 

Fundamentally it allows customers to engage in a wagering transaction across three important areas. 

 The customer chooses their selections for a race. 

 The customer nominates their total outlay for the race. 

 The customer examines a range of expected returns and decides which return best aligns with 

their risk and reward appetitive for the race. 

A single transaction allows the customer to place all their bets for the race aligned with how they want 

their selections to finish. For example if they expect to at least hit 1st and 2nd across the line then their 

subsequent bets will exclude ‘win’ and only consider exacta, trifecta and first four (if that is their desire). 

They have total control over their outcome, what bet types are placed and a variety of ways to interact. 

However, it has some very significant additional benefits relevant to our desire to reboot the wagering 

landscape in Australia. 

1. A customer can use it with zero prior knowledge of betting or bet types. The three steps are all 

capable of being processed by any customer – new or old alike. Remember all those confusing 

bet types created by the TAB? You don’t need to know them to place a bet here. 

2. The more you use the interface, the more options you’ll discover. This means it can be used by 

every type of wagering customer in the ecosystem. Every customer can use it for all their betting 

– no exceptions. 

 

For example, a more professional customer can easily adjust his bets so they are placed 

according to his opinion that may vary to the market prices, meaning that he will receive 

additional returns should he be right. 

 

Another customer who may want to lay a runner can easily do this as well (without having to 

resort to Betfair). 

3. It also can be used across Sports Wagering, Casino Betting (eg, Roulette) and even Keno. This 

means that a Sports player can easily transition to placing racing bets without the need for 

education about bet types. Incredibly, in field trials, even Poker Machine players have 

transitioned to using it to bet on Greyhound racing describing it as the “most fun they’d ever 

had gambling”. 

4. In this regard, it is designed to be a very engaging and entertaining interface making it very 

appealing to the new generation of punters who are put off by filling out tickets, or talking to an 

operator. 

5. However, most importantly, it works across every wagering channel meaning that a single 

marketing and education campaign is applicable to all customers. 
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6. It is also the fastest way for a customer to interact to place a racing bet – 16 times quicker than 

the equivalent allowing for more opportunity to bet and better and more efficient utilisation of 

wagering company assets (less tickets, terminals, operators, display screens, etc). 

7. Within the retail space, a single ticket can replace all other tickets greatly improving the 

customer experience and reducing customer complexity and education. 

8. An unexplored but powerful ability of this interface is that it can also accommodate an extreme 

variety of promotional options allowing a never before ability to up sell to a customer. 

9. Any and all options can be catered for – proportional based betting (default); same-stake 

betting (eg, flexi betting); reverse RewardBet (i.e.: more on less-likely candidates); single 

selection betting, etc. There is no option available anywhere in the world that cannot be handled 

through the interface. 

10. Finally, but not all, it also caters to fixed odds betting and especially fixed odds exotics allowing 

further scope for creating a wagering ecosystem that is ultra competitive. 

 

Q. How come I haven’t heard of it? 

 

A. It was designed for the racing industry and hasn’t been marketed broadly to consumers although a 

few punters came on board to test the concept and this has now grown into a large group of customers. 

Even though the ‘proof of concept’ site only contains a small vision into the product it still provides a 

very effective experience for these customers. 

The concept has been discussed at length with racing clubs, the major TABs and also the racing industry 

and their representatives here and around the world. Industry feedback is overwhelmingly positive. 

Integration and approvals for such major undertakings as a new customer interface can take time. The 

features available to the current ‘test group’ are only a taste of the feature set available – however still 

it won an Industry Award for best software product recently. 

 

Q. You mention ‘proportional’ betting in the examples about Place and Duet alternatives. 

What’s that? 

 

A. Proportional betting is the mathematically soundest way to bet. It is the way most professionals stake 

as it preserves your bank and maximises your returns. 

It is also termed Dutch betting, especially when referring to Win bets to return a set amount no matter 

what runner wins. However, proportional betting is even more powerful when applied to exotics.  

RewardBet, by default, allows ‘proportional betting’ (although flat staking – similar to current box or 

flexi box betting is also allowed) which means that a trifecta pool can easily be used to mimic a place bet 

just by using a field option, across three bets, as indicated. 
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Q. What would be in impact on multi-race bets such as Doubles, Trebles and Quaddies? 

 

A. RewardBet works across any bet type. Obviously the Quaddie pool type is very popular and there is 

no suggestion of removing Quaddies or even Doubles. 

In fact, there is a much improved version called ‘RewardBet Quaddies’ which would supercharge the 

Quaddie bet type and make it even more appealing to all punters.   

If there is a new bet type introduced in the future, the ability of RewardBet to incorporate it into a 

‘Promotional Level’ means that marketing this new concept will be easier than any current product 

being introduced into this environment without RewardBet. 

 

Q. Is RewardBet just a pari-mutuel (tote) product? 

 

A. Certainly not. It works just as well on Fixed Odds, if not even better. 

In fact the Sports and Casino versions of RewardBet are purely fixed odds.  

There’s an argument (and the numbers suggest the same) that customers are moving away from pari-

mutuel to fixed odds. Why is this so? Well it’s partly due to the volatility that comes with diminishing 

pari-mutuel pools; partly due to the bet-backs by Corporates and others at the last minute managing 

tote-derivative liabilities; and partly due to the customer desire to know what their return is going to be 

(or to lock in an advantageous return early). 

We have suggested strongly to the wagering operators that they should use RewardBet across fixed 

odds exotics as well as win.  

The reason being is that punters love the surety of a fixed return – rather than placing a bet which has 

an estimated return of $550, they would love to know that they are guaranteed a return of $550. This 

allows them to more accurately target a particular return – which can easily be achieved through 

RewardBet.  

The other benefit of RewardBet on Fixed Odds Exotics to the operator is that it largely eliminates the 

inherent risk associated with running a fixed odds business and allows the operator to concentrate on 

managing only their win book prices which act as the proxy for all the exotic combinations. If they can 

manage the win fixed book then the exotic book will manage itself. This is not possible without a 

product such as RewardBet at the front-end as previously the book managers would be liable to be 

picked off on certain exotic combinations individually that represented overlays to professionals – 

something that can be thwarted easily by RewardBet. 

When a customer uses RewardBet they are effectively taking a percentage of the available market via 

their selections (we show it as a ‘market gauge’ TM). That could be 45% or more. Whatever, the number 
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is though – that same market percentage flows through all combinations – win to exotics. Effectively this 

means that they would be betting across 45% of the trifecta market as well – which means that 

managing risk is much easier when individual combinations cannot be picked off as a professional would 

want to do. Fixed odds exotics through RewardBet is a very sensible offering.  
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Q. Sports betting is a big threat to racing – does this help? 

 

A. Good question. There’s two parts to the answer. 

1. Sports Betting has become popular for a variety of reasons: it is easily understood; it is easy to have 

an opinion if you follow a team; it is well priced and it gives the punter a good value return on their 

wager. 

Racing has a perceived much higher level of education required in order to win as you are up against 

professionals. However, similar professionals exist in the Sports Betting world as well. 

2. Having an interface such as RewardBet adds dramatically to the ability of the Racing industry to 

garner Sports Betting customers. How is this so? 

RewardBet’s interface is designed for Racing, Sports and Casino (eg, Roulette). So implementing it on a 

self-service terminal (eg, Tabcorp’s EBT) for Sports Betting will allow customers to use the same 

interface on Racing (and Trackside). So even though a Sports bettor may not understand the racing bet 

types, because they are using RewardBet as the interface it means that they can still place racing bets.  

This is a unique feature to the product. Extending the analogy, theoretically someone who place 

RewardBet Roulette at a Casino could be moved to place Racing (real and Trackside) and Sports Bets as 

well simply through the power of an engaging, ubiquitous interface. Combined with attractive product 

pricing (by reducing takeouts) and you have a significant tool in racing’s favour to engage these punters. 
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Q. How would Professional Punters react to this proposal? 

 

A. This would be very attractive for professional punters. It’s important to realise that they want to 

maximise their return for their efforts (eg, intense form study, databases and forgoing a normal salary) 

in the most efficient manner possible. 

It is a manual, time-consuming and mentally taxing process to try and place sizable bets through the 

current environment (Betfair and using ‘Bowlers’ with Corporate Bookies). Not only are ‘Bowlers’ (using 

another person to place bets on your behalf) a very grey legal area, it 

involves someone else, paying them, keeping one step ahead of 

forensic technology, etc. It is not what they want to have to worry 

about in their lives. 

Similarly with Betfair – most professionals have to be very careful about 

‘showing their hand’ and letting the market run ahead of them, 

removing their edge. Remember that within Betfair a profit on turnover 

of 2-3% is often the norm and there’s not much margin for error. 

Betfair betting at this level involves virtual ‘cat and mouse’ tactics, 

trying to bluff the market and many other tricks including drip-feeding 

your bets, etc. This is an enormous amount of mental effort for anyone, 

but professionals have to do it as they have little alternatives. 

However with this approach, the professionals have a much easier time. 

We have spoken to professional punters about this concept and this is a 

way that they would approach it. 

1. Let’s imagine their ‘good thing’ for the week, they have priced 

at $2.00 and the market has it at $3.00. This is a significant margin in 

their favour so they want to maximise the opportunity. 

2. They feel comfortable trying to win about $50,000 from this 

scenario. This means an outlay of $25,000 at $3 (which would return 

$75,000 or $50,000 profit). 

3. They estimate that the Tote WIN Pool will be about $500,000 so 

they aim for about 5% of that so as not to adversely affect their 

dividend. This is a bet of about $8,000 into the tote win pool. 

4. They still have about $17,000 to outlay.  

This is the example RewardBet Interface for the race. They fancy No. 6 

Rockolicious. It is about $3.00 in the market but they have it as a $2.00 

chance. They already have it backed through the Win pool, so now they want to also back it through the 

exotic pools. In this example, they will only target the Trifecta pool (which has a much more competitive 

takeout rate than currently). 
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5. They simply select Rockolicious for 1st and the Field (all other 

runners) for 2nd&3rd.  

6. Remember if you are ‘proportionately’ betting, taking a trifecta of 

1-FLD-FLD is mathematically the same as taking No. 1 for the Win 

only. [Similar concept to Single Pool Wagering, to be discussed 

later – but without needing it implemented]. 

7. So with a few clicks on the RewardBet interface, they edit or 

change the price of Rockolicious from $3.10 to $2.00 which is 

what they have it rated at. [As shown] 

8. RewardBet automatically calculates all their Trifecta combinations 

(in this example, they have setup RewardBet to just do Trifecta 

bets) based on Rockolicious for 1st at a $2.00 shot. This creates 

110 individual Trifectas for a total outlay of $17,000 (which is how 

much more they wished to invest). 

9. Since RewardBet is set for ‘proportional’ betting, every 

combination is for a different amount so it doesn’t matter what horses finish 2nd or 3rd, this 

punter knows they should receive approximately the same return assuming the market is fairly 

stable.  

10. Here is a preview of some of the 110 bets that would be placed. 

11. Note that the most favoured combination (6, 3, 5) has $963.16 staked 

on it (RewardBet can bet to the cent for higher accuracy, especially 

relevant for small recreational customers). If Rockolicious was left at 

$3.00 (the market price), then the punter would have only had $884.67 

on this combination.  

12. Let’s estimate the trifecta payout for (6, 3, 5). If it is $65 (the runners 

are $3.00 - $3.90 - $7.50 in a 14% takeout market). Our professional 

punter would receive back (estimated) $62605 which is a profit of 

$45604 on his $17,000 outlay (or the equivalent of $3.68 about his $2 

chance which was $3 in the market). So theoretically, he’s made more 

money from the exotic bet than the win bet which is not uncommon. 

13. However the real result is likely to be somewhat more than that. This is 

where the balance of recreational and professionals in the wagering 

ecosystem is so important. The estimates are based on perfect wagering 

behaviour but in reality the recreational punters are anything but 

perfect in their punting behaviour. In live trials, about 95% of the time, RewardBet customers 

receive more than the estimated return. 

14. The reason is that the more combinations in a pari-mutuel pool, the more inefficiencies as well. 

These inefficiencies are caused by many small ‘mistakes’ made by recreational customers – for 

example, using flexi betting or box betting (which is inefficient), or over-betting outsiders or just 

general punter bias across barriers, jockeys, trainers and many other data points. All of these 

situations combine to provide the professional with their edge. 
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So in conclusion, this real example shows how professionals would interact with the wagering 

environment under this proposal. The advantages for the profession are many: 

1. They are able to bet into a very favourable win pool environment at a competitive takeout 

without fear of being stopped by the operator, without all the effort of drip-feeding their bets or 

having to employ ‘bowlers’ to do it for them. 

2. They are also able to easily, with no additional IT resources or programmers – just by using the 

RewardBet interface – adjust their bets with a few clicks so that all their win bets are placed via 

the exotic pools according to their rated prices or opinion.  

3. This allows them to extract further inefficiencies via those exotic pools which are never available 

to them in the very tight, low permutation, win markets.  

4. They don’t ‘show their hand’. This hasn’t been discussed in detail yet (see below) but since 

RewardBet provides an accurate estimated return (quantum) then their individual exotic bets 

mask their opinion.  

As we’ve stated - all a Professional punter wants is an easy way to receive the financial return for their 

efforts without having to give away their opinion to other punters whom will erode their market edge. 

This proposal provides all those benefits and more. 

 

Q. How would the retail environment in a TAB or on-course change? 

 

A. This is a great question – and the short answer is for the better. 

As mentioned, the current retail environment (think TAB Club area) is very daunting and unnecessarily 

complicated for new customers as well as current punters. 

1. There is too much information which is very off-putting for a new 

customer creating a significant barrier to entry. However, much of 

this information is required currently due to the nature of the 

totalizator environment: different tickets for each bet type, 

approximate dividend screens for win, place, quinella, exacta, 

trifecta, quaddie estimates, etc. 

2. Under this proposal, most bets could be accommodated using just 

one RewardBet ticket. This greatly reduces the number of options 

and confusion for new customers and keeps the retail environment 

efficient and tidy. However, as time goes on I believe the self-

service terminal or operator (on-course) will become the default 

way for punter bet placement, which is even easier via RewardBet. 

3. Since the RewardBet interface provides an accurate estimate of your returns for your bet, the 

requirement for many approximate dividend displays is removed. In fact, the only relevant 

display is simply what the Win prices are in the market (remember Place isn’t required to be 
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displayed either). This will allow a neat single screen for each race with room for relevant 

information such as Jockey Silks, Jockey and Trainer name, potted form and tips and ratings all 

on the same screen. This is a simple, neat and very attractive presentation display for all 

punters. This will dramatically reduce the information and ticket clutter in the environment and 

engage new and current customers. 

4. Finally, race betting transactions via RewardBet are multiples of times quicker. For example, a 

standard single race RewardBet takes 8 seconds compared to 2:25min on an EBT. This means 

that the industry (especially the TABs) will save considerably on assets – less operators, tickets, 

self-service terminals, etc. That will also provide new options to maximise engagement in the 

retail space where room was at a premium with displays, tickets, EBTs, terminals, etc. 

 

Q. How will this plan affect the Corporate Bookmakers? 

 

A. There are a number of issues to consider here. 

1. The Tote Derivative products that the Corporates offer (such as Best of Four) will become 

uncompetitive, especially if all three (UBET, NSW, STAB) TABs adopt this concept. However, this is a 

great thing for the industry which relies on funding which is being undermined by those products. 

2. This proposal is NOT anti-corporate in any way. In fact the Corporates are in a strong position to 

quickly adapt their business model for the better. Here are some examples. 

 They already derive a high amount of their profits from Sports Betting and especially Sports 

Multi betting products which can offer returns of 30% plus compared to a maximum of 20% or 

so from racing. 

 If they license the ‘RewardBet’ interface concept they can use that to derive increased 

engagement and increased yield from their Sports Punters (as RewardBet works across Racing 

and Sports Multi betting). 

 I suggest the Industry and the TABs should allow the Corporates to integrate their racing 

turnover into the TAB pools. If the economics of increased turnover hold true, which they will, 

then the whole wagering ecosystem will grow and they will be a good position to grow in 

proportion to the customer base that they have. 

 It will allow them to further refine their customer leading Smartphone Apps and compete on 

engagement, culture and brand rather than tote derivatives as they do currently. It will also 

allow then to re-engage with otherwise ‘restricted’ customers who now will not be a threat for 

totalizator bet-backs and potentially ilk out further returns from these players by cross 

promoting other products such as Sports betting. 

The Corporates, by definition, are much more responsive and nimble players. They have built up a 

formidably engaged and energetic customer base and they have many opportunities to extract 

significant revenues from that customer base under this proposal. 
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Additionally they are able to compete on service, brand and engagement that will engender loyalty and 

strong revenues from their customers. 

 

Q. How will this plan affect Betfair? 

 

A. As discussed, Betfair has found itself in a tricky position within the Australian Wagering Market with 

its exchange dominated by very smart punters who make it almost impossible for regular recreational 

punters to find much value. 

Similarly though to the Corporates, there are opportunities for Betfair and they will continue to stay 

relevant although there may be some flow of monies through to the totes by the professionals.  

They have a very strong Betfair SP product that can almost hold its own again a 6% tote if they had a 

good interface that allowed the recreational customer to easily access it. Again, there are obvious 

licensing opportunities to incorporate ‘RewardBet’ with their own unique USPs. 

Certainly the exchange model is without peer on the Sports comparison and using RewardBet to drive 

and invigorate their sporting turnover through multis from a newly engaged recreational base would be 

an exciting business growth driver. 

 

Q. How will this plan affect the On-course Bookmakers? 

 

A. This is an interesting question and probably the biggest unknown factor in this whole proposal. 

I think true on-course bookmakers are a colourful and much appreciated part of the racing environment. 

They add to the racing experience in many ways that I would like to see preserved. 

There are some things that could happen: 

 Certainly a low takeout threshold in WIN pari-mutuel would theoretically be very competitive to 

them but that’s not too dissimilar to their current environment with Betfair, 

 I expect RewardBet to stimulate and generally make on-course wagering much more vibrant and 

there are always customers who like to place a bet with a person rather than a machine, so in 

this regard it could be a major positive stimulant and open many more people to the wagering 

options available. 

I think on all balance of probabilities, that this concept will be an overall positive for on-course bookies 

simply because a larger ecosystem is better for all participants, no matter what their role. 
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Q. Why would the industry adopt this approach when they are generally risk-averse? 

 

A. Simply that the future funding of the racing industry needs someone with vision and leadership to 

move away from that mind-set. The current risk-averse and slow to move attitude is greatly responsible 

for the present undesirable situation. 

It’s important to remember that wagering behaviour is driven by three important forces: 

1. Having an exciting race or sport to bet on, 

2. The underlying mathematics of betting, 

3. Having a method to place that bet that satisfies the desires of the punter, which is generally to have a 

great experience and hopefully make a profit. Professionals tend to focus just on the final point there. 

It’s proven that customers will gravitate towards options that provide them with the best rate of play or 

experience for the money. For 95% of participants, it is about the journey rather than the destination 

(which is more often than not a cost for playing). 

However, you need all participants to make the ecosystem an engaging experience. If you set a Win 

takeout at a very competitive level the professionals will come in and participate. 

There is similarly no risk to implementing RewardBet as an interface. It allows any person to place a bet 

anyway they want in a quicker and more enjoyable as well as controllable fashion. It is an alternative to 

the current methods (which may be eventually phased out as they will largely be redundant) and is 

totally complementary across whatever bet types and pools are provided but both can co-exist happily. 

The biggest unknown or the biggest risk is how much extra turnover will be generated and will the total 

revenue from increased turnover and increased participation exceed the current declining revenues. The 

interesting part about modelling this scenario is that there has never been a combined implementation 

undertaken in history, that is: lowering takeout rates as well as providing a new and more engaging way 

to place bets.  

To offset this risk one would suggest that the combination of the two greatly diminishes the time that it 

would take to increase turnover to overtake the previous revenue levels.  

Historical precedents point to very large revenue levels once the new rates have had a period to settle in 

and behaviours’ change. The kicker here is that RewardBet is a behavioural accelerator in terms of 

engagement of current and attraction of new customers. 

If we consider the first day this concept goes live (with the commission rate changes and RewardBet 

across all or most channels) it will need to be heavily marketed to be most effective.  

A suggested project implementation plan would be: 
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1. Integrate the RewardBet Interface into the most responsive and measurable medium which is 

the Smartphone apps to perfect the user experience. 

2. Migrate this interface to the self-service terminals with TAB Retail shops. 

3. Allow self-service terminals to place both real racing and virtual racing (Trackside) bets – this will 

provide improved metrics about the ability of the interface to engage with low-level knowledge 

customers. 

4. Test the RewardBet Ticket interface in Trackside and Retail wagering. 

5. Migrate RewardBet to Operator interfaces (PhoneTAB / On-Course). 

All of these integrations can be done in conjunction with current operations and with minimal customer 

disruption (as RewardBet would simply be an option turned on for selected customers on selected 

channels). 

The aim would be to have a strong proportion of the recreational market across RewardBet and all the 

options and enhancements would be defined and the product settled. The traditional options would still 

be available (although not required) – for example if someone wanted to use a Win ticket rather than 

the RewardBet ticket to place the same bet. 

Then plan a ‘Launch-Day’ where the commission rates change. This would be pre-communicated to all 

customers and also to the market in general which would highlight the benefits of the RewardBet 

interface. Professional punters would have opportunity to plan their strategies. 

I would expect a dramatic change in the wagering landscape and a reboot of the industry from that day 

forth as new customers come back to try this new interface; current customers experience better 

returns and increase their turnover, and professional punters play in all the pools. 

 

Q. How do you think Punters will cope to such a change? 

 

A. If you are talking about the change in a new way to wager (that can co-exist with the current way) 

then they will have no issues. RewardBet is not an entirely untested concept – even in its more simplistic 

prototype form at www.rewardbet.com millions of bets have been placed through it and 100% of 

surveyed customers would recommend it – that is a telling statistic about the advantages of the concept 

to the punter. 

Secondly, there have been many significant changes in the industry over the decades and punters have 

coped with them all, many more challenging: 

 Movement to decimal pricing (from fractional pricing) 

 Introduction of mark sense tickets 

 Introduction of flexi betting 

 Removal of mark sense batching of tickets 

 Introduction of Self-service terminals 

http://www.rewardbet.com/
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 Introduction of touch-tone and speech recognition account betting 

 Introduction of internet betting (including floppy disc based digital certificates). 

Anyone who suggests that a better way to bet: a concept that saves significant time; can be used by all 

types of customers; increases customer engagement and is a pleasure to use will not be accepted by 

customers … should remove themselves from the conversation. 

 

Q. What would happen if the TABs and racing industry didn’t adopt this proposal? 

 

A. It would be best to look at that in two ways.  

1. As mentioned this proposal isn’t a TAB only proposal and it isn’t meant to discount the contributions 

made by the Corporate Bookmakers and Betfair. 

However, since the industry is regulated by the government and it is an extremely significant employer 

as well as contributor to government revenue, it has to be said that the government won’t allow the 

funding of the industry to fall away and destroy the industry’s future. Well, you’d hope not. 

If the share of the TABs contribution to the industry continues to fall then one can only imagine that the 

taxation of the Corporate Bookies and Betfair will continue to grow which will severely disrupt and 

potentially destroy their business models. You would expect that potential and significant legal actions 

may precede such developments which will be another costly negative for the industry. 

A  Corporate Bookmaker would find it advantageous to align with any product that can help grow their 

market share and attract and engage customers whilst the competition is still setting up its board (to use 

a chess analogy). 

It’s an interesting scenario as RewardBet has patents (granted and pending) and other IP protections in 

place so it provides a significant competitive advantage over your competitors – and there is no 

competitive advantage in the industry now nor in the foreseeable future and certainly nothing that 

provides the range of benefits to both customer and operator. 

2. On the other hand, if the TABs and the racing industry are presented with a product that they say 

“ticks all the boxes” and is a “no brainer” and increases turnover and commission revenue and grows 

the wagering ecosystem and they don’t use it then what other strategy will work? 
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Q. How much consultation with the industry has there been? 

 

A. If you are asking about this proposal – then this paper is the first stage of that consultation. This 

paper has been voluntarily submitted to the public debate as I am someone who thinks a lot about the 

industry’s future and I am invested in this industry. Some industry colleagues have vetted the draft and 

that has improved this final version – there’s probably 200 years of experience in the industry from 

wagering management, strategic architecture, media and professional punting in those people. 

If you are asking about the RewardBet concept, then the answer is the following: 

 Dozens of meetings have been had over the last two-three years with practically all wagering 

operators in Australia except for a few of the more recent imports (Bet365, Ladbrokes). The 

response has been overwhelmingly favourable with comments such as: “It ticks all the boxes”, 

“It’s a no brainer”, “It’s perfect for our online offering”, etc. 

 Numerous presentations have also been made to industry representatives including racing 

clubs, state industry bodies and representatives of the TAB retail networks. The benefits to the 

industry are clear and the response is understandably positive and enthusiastic. 

 Additionally the concept has been presented to wagering operators overseas across totes, 

sports betting companies, software providers and casino operators. There are deals signed and 

detailed discussions in place with many of those operators at the minute to implement the 

concept. 

 

Q. How does Virtual Racing such as Tabcorp’s Trackside fit? 

 

A. The supplier of the Trackside product, Kiron International, recently signed a world-wide licensing 

agreement with RewardBet to incorporate the concept into their virtual racing and sports offering 

products. 

Interestingly, the Trackside product is positioned in the ecosystem as a potential bridge for the gaming 

customer (eg, poker machine, Keno, lotteries) to move across to real racing.  

The way it is hoped this works is that by playing the simulated horse racing (Trackside) game the 

customer will realise that it’s more fun and interesting than poker machines or the alternatives.  

However, there’s an inherent problem. There’s still a significant hurdle for this potential new customer 

to overcome: that is – they need to know about all those bet types that wagering operators love. They 

can’t play Trackside without filling out a ticket which says ‘Win’ or ‘Exacta’ or ‘Trifecta’ or ‘First Four’.  

So we are back to the same issue touched on previously. The apparently complexity of the wagering bet 

types for any new customer – whether virtual or real racing – has to be overcome. 
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So virtual operators such as Kiron see RewardBet as the best tool in the marketplace to reduce the initial 

hurdle facing any customer that wants to have a bet. The bridge from virtual racing to real racing is a 

simple hop when you can use the same interface across either product.  

So once again, the ecosystem is growing, this time by using RewardBet as a conduit between gaming 

(non racing) customers and racing participation. What is the estimated increase in turnover by adding 

RewardBet to Trackside? Most people suggest 10% plus – equating to an additional $10M a year to 

TABCORP and its shareholders. 

 

Q. There’s been much talk about Single Pool Wagering. How does it compare to this 

approach? 

 

A. If you understand the mathematics of wagering and totalizators, Single Pool Wagering is a logical 

efficiency and especially valuable in a fragmented pool pari-mutuel environment. 

Single pool wagering is advertised as having three benefits: 

 Aggregating Liquidity – allowing for larger bets. 

 New Bet Types – allowing a variety of new bets without new pools 

 Transparency – providing accurate approximate dividends. 

Let us examine each of these benefits in turn in regards to maximizing the opportunities in the Wagering 

Ecosystem, which is our purpose. 

 Aggregating Liquidity. This is purely a factor of the pool size. With a low Win takeout and better 

aligned exotic pool takeouts (Exacta, Trifecta and First Four) and increased player engagement 

– we may find that the current pools become quite substantial in their own right. 

 

 New Bet Types. As we’ve talked about – there are only so many bet types that can be derived 

from betting on the first four horses across the line. ALL these derivatives are already able to 

be accommodated in the suggested implementation in this paper.  

 

Additionally, as already discussed, too many bet types is NOT what customers want. What 

customers actually want is an easy, efficient way to profit from their opinion on a race. The 

author hasn’t seen any examples of ‘new bet types’ provided by Single Pool Wagering that are 

not already well known, but regardless how many more bet types are necessary? 

 

If your main three fancies for the race are 40% of the market (eg, $4.20, $7.50, $35) then no 

matter what bet type you use – win to exotics – you are looking at a similar percentage return 

that increases in proportion to the bet type mechanics. Your return is a factor of the market 

percentage of your original selections. It’s fundamental.  
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 Transparency. What really does this mean in the wagering environment? 

 

What a customer wants when placing a bet is potentially an estimate of the quantum of their 

return. That is the best that any pari-mutuel system can provide, by definition, no matter what 

technology is behind it. 

Single Pool Wagering has the capacity to provide a plethora of information, such as discrete 

combination approximates and volatility but is it too much information? For recreational 

punters, the quantum of the return is of most importance and for professionals, the drill-down 

could be.  

An API that provides professionals the ability to interrogate approximate returns on the fly could 

be advantageous for them, but certainly the last thing you want to do is provide realms of 

complicated (stock-market like) information to recreational punters – the vision for recreation 

players is shown graphically soon and it is about reducing this information as it’s not required 

when using an interface such as RewardBet. 

To make the point clear: Recreational punters just want to know the quantum of their return. 

Since RewardBet bets proportionately, this is already available to them as all outcomes provide 

the same estimate prior to placing the bet. So customers already know their estimated returns. 

Many professional players trust their own markets and bet all their combinations to their own 

market prices. If they are more correct than the market then they will reap the benefits via 

‘overlays’ – this plays out along standard percentages and returns with or without ‘transparent’ 

approximate dividends in the most part so they may even be happy not to receive this 

information, besides estimates on the total pool size so they can target their outlays. 

The final point on Single Pool Wagering is that the systems and touch-points of the Australia Totalizator 

Operators are very complex and much of what it offers can arguably be achieved just through the 

approach suggested in this paper already. 

That’s not to say that it is not a valid option. Whether we have four pool wagering (as suggested here) or 

single pool wagering or something in-between – the fundamentals of the requirements to build and 

maintain an efficient wagering ecosystem that attracts and retains the customers and turnover required 

to fund the future of the Australian Wagering Industry is of first and foremost importance.  

Single Pool Wagering is potentially a great adjunct for more efficient systems well into the future once 

the strong interface and engagement ecosystem suggested here has been implemented. RewardBet plus 

SPW is potentially the strongest long-term solution the industry could ever have. 
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As suggested, all participants in the ecosystem have to be considered and engaged. 
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The Retail Funnel of TABs and On-course Operations is an extremely important engagement mechanism. I have a vision for a 

much simpler, cleaner and modern environment. 
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Conclusion 

 

In order to assure the future funding of wagering in Australia and other jurisdictions a step-change 

approach has to be adopted that combines all the elements of the ‘perfect wagering ecosystem’ 

together to work in tandem towards a common goal – that is, maximizing turnover and growth of 

wagering. 

The combination of a new interface tool called RewardBet with intelligent and competitive 

revaluation of the wagering product can ensure that such an ecosystem will flourish. 

Alternatively, a dual step approach: implement RewardBet to build the ecosystem and increase 

turnover and then implement a gradual and measured reduction in commission rates over the short-

medium term to increase that momentum could also be adopted. 

All the elements are available to achieve such a change – it just requires agreement and co-ordination 

from racing and wagering administrators.  

It is hoped that this document with be a start to that forward thinking discussion. 

Finally, I would like to thank the numerous wagering industry professionals, professional punters and 

other consultants that I’ve run these ideas by – your valuable input: hundreds of years of industry 

experience - have been very important. 

 

 


